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—
Embrace the Change!

Why choose RMIT Vietnam?
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Explore global opportunities

John F. Kennedy once said that “Change is the law of life. And those who
look only to the past or present are certain to miss the future.” Over the
past three years, we have all found ourselves in our own personal stories of
survival, success and adaptation. This is not only true at the individual level,
as companies, communities and governments too have had to adapt to
constant, often dramatic, change.
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In order to seize the opportunities as they present themselves, I often
stress that we must strive to become the best versions of ourselves
possible – to master the shifting tides of global industry.
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Peter Coloe
DVC Global Development &
Vice President RMIT University
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RMIT in Melbourne

This why taking a postgraduate program with RMIT will transform your
life. Our master’s degrees offer extensive practical knowledge in either
business, with the Master of Business Administration and Master of
International Business or in technology with the Master of Artifical
Intelligence and the Master of Cyber Security. These, coupled with our
doctorate research programs reshape the way our students think, and
open the doors to exciting new possibilities at a time when change and
innovation is required to succeed in this ‘new normal.’
Choosing a postgraduate program with RMIT is choosing to invest in your
future self. It’s one investment that I’m sure will pay off greatly.

Go beyond
the brochure!
Information correct at time of printing.
This publication is intended as a general guide.
RMIT University Vietnam reserves the right to alter
any program or admission requirements, and
availability of courses. For the most up-to-date
program information, please visit www.rmit.edu.vn.
Printed: January 2022

Our brochures include QR codes to link you
to online multimedia and further information.
Simply use a QR code scanner on your
smartphone to learn more about our
programs and get a taste for what it’s like to
study at RMIT.

Follow us on Facebook

bit.ly/rmitvnpostgrad

Watch this introduction video
bit.ly/postgradintro

Why choose
RMIT Vietnam?

—
Transform your perspectives
Transform your possibilities
Studying a postgraduate program at RMIT will transform the way you think about business problems and prepare you for the
challenges of a constantly changing world. While developing new capabilities, new skills and new networks, you will open the door
to a world of new possibilities.

Experience contemporary learning and
develop practical skills to lead in an age
of disruption.

Learn from international experts who
have experience working and teaching
around the globe.

Connect with industry-leading
companies and collaborate on realworld projects.

Develop lifelong networks with people
from diverse cultural and professional
backgrounds.

Utilise our library and research
resources to enrich your academic
journey.

Take advantage of flexible study modes
to balance your work, study and
personal commitments.

Explore opportunities to combine your
studies with overseas travel.
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Our global
presence

In Vietnam:
16,000
alumni

RMIT is a global university of technology, design and enterprise.
One of Australia’s original tertiary institutions, RMIT University
enjoys an international reputation for excellence in professional
and vocational education, applied research, and engagement
with the needs of industry and the community.
When you graduate, you will join a large network of alumni that
provides ongoing peer support, professional development and
networking opportunities.

5,800
companies in 18 industries employ
RMIT alumni

Established in 1887

4,000

in Melbourne, Australia

alumni hold managerial positions

Internationally
recognised degrees
Founded in 2000, RMIT Vietnam brings a world-class education
and a globalised study environment to one of the fastest-growing
regions in Asia. We offer programs in business and management,
science and technology, communication and design, and English.

RMIT has a

5-STAR QS RANKING
for excellence in higher education in all possible categories:
n
n
n
n

Teaching
Innovation
Employability
Facilities

#43
in the world in graduate
employment rate(2)
Rated as ‘ABOVE

5 campuses

Over 80%

and a research centre in Australia,
Vietnam, and Spain

of graduates secured full-time jobs
within 3 months of graduation

TOP 10

12%

RMIT alumni working in 130 countries

of graduates are entrepreneurs

in Australia and

TOP 150		
in the world for 		
Computer Sciences and
Information System(3)
Among the world’s

TOP 200
UNIVERSITIES
for Business and
Management Studies(3)
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n Specialist criteria

5-STAR
for Learner Engagement,
Staff Qualifications and
Skills Development(1)

460,000

n Inclusiveness
n Research
n Internationalisation

WORLD
STANDARD’

by Australian Research
Council for research in AI
and Image Processing
RMIT’s MBA is ranked

11TH in the Oceania region(3)
and is regarded as a

TIER ONE degree globally

(4)

(1) 2021 QS World University Rankings
(2) 2021 QS Graduate Employability Rankings
(3) 2021 QS World University Ranking by Subject
(4) 2018 CEO Magazine
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Meet our
alumni

RMIT alumni are making their mark around the world,
with many working in high-level positions at big-name
organisations or running their own enterprises.
When you graduate, you will join a large global network of
alumni that provides ongoing peer support, professional
development and networking opportunities.

Top 5 industries of RMIT alumni:
n Economics, Finance and

n Professional, Scientific and
Technical services

Banking
n Information Media and
Telecommunications

n Education and Training
n Arts and Recreation services

—
Exclusive events and activities for alumni network

460,000

alumni working
in 130 countries

16,000

alumni in Vietnam

Our alumni have year-round exclusive access to numerous highlevel events, workshops and activities. These include:
n TedX talks

n Alumni Business Expos

n A2A Circle (Alumni to Alumni)

n Recruitment events

monthly catchup

n Numerous webinars on many-

n Virtual Mentoring

—
Mentorship

36%

of alumni have over
		
10 years of working experiences

Check our some alumni stories
bit.ly/RMITalumnistories
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industry related topics

Members of the alumni community also actively help current students
by providing industry connections, job opportunities and mentoring.
Find out more about our Alumni
Advisory Board
bit.ly/RMITalumniadvisory
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Make an impact
After graduating from their RMIT Vietnam master’s degree program, our alumni go on to utilise their new knowledge and skills to make a
transformative impact in their fields of work.

Dr Tran Huu Minh
Alumnus
Vice-President for Asia Pacific Partner Services Marketing,
VISA Corporation

Nguyen Phuong Dung
Alumnus
Manager, Scaled Business, Google (Singapore)
One of the most valuable insights that I gained in the Master of International Business
program was learning how to manage cross-functions and lead teams that have highly
diversified backgrounds. My classmates came from very different countries, industries and
functions. We all had different points of view.

In this increasingly competitive digital world, the smallest edge can mean the difference
between success and failure. The master’s degree has made me the leader I am today. I
honestly believe it has been key to a great number of my career successes. What made my
experience at RMIT unique was the network of students. My experience yielded exposure to
students from many countries. What I learnt from them was invaluable.

Dung has led diverse teams as a manager in multinational companies including PepsiCo, Heineken and Unilever. She has also established her
own eco-friendly accommodation startup, Puluong Glamping Homestay.
Minh has led large teams working in the areas of digital transformation and technology innovation at multinational companies such as Microsoft
and VISA Corporation. He has also actively engaged with our students, hosting them as part of our study tours in Singapore and leading skills
development workshops.
Paul Huynh
Alumnus
Head of People, Performance and Culture, Asia-Pacific;
Director of People, Performance and Culture, Vietnam and Cambodia, KPMG

Tran Thi Thanh Mai
Alumnus
General Director, Kantar Media (TNS Media Vietnam)

Initially, I didn’t really anticipate the value the master’s degree would bring. For sure, it has
allowed me to bring different things into my role. Previously, I was never really strong at
budgeting and financial planning. By far the biggest benefit has been the networks that the
whole experience created. It has led to lifelong friendships and continued to help me in terms
of recruiting talent and referrals.

I learnt a lot from my classmates in the MBA at RMIT. They were all very experienced and
held senior positions in local and international organisations. The program helped me to
connect theories to real-life case studies for working smarter with a higher yield.

Mai and her team have played a leading role in transforming the media landscape of Vietnam, consulting for advertisers, agencies, broadcasters
and content owners as they seek to optimise their business and media strategies.

As one of the region’s leading human resources practitioners, Paul oversees the human resources operations of the global consultancy KPMG
across Vietnam and 11 other countries in the Asia-Pacific region.
Read more inspirational
alumni stories
bit.ly/RMITalumnistories
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Experience
contemporary
ilearning
The practical and authentic approach to learning helps you to
develop new knowledge and skills to meet the changing needs of
businesses and industries.
n Learn from the examples of leading companies in real-world
case studies.
n Collaborate with real industry partners on assignments and
business consulting projects through Work Integrated Learning
(WIL) activities.
n Enhance your decision-making, collaboration and creativethinking skills through gamification and simulation activities that
replicate real-world situations.
Take what you learn in class and apply it directly to your workplace for
instant results – whether in improving your company’s bottom line or
successfully delivering a project.

Connect with
industry

Many leading companies and organisations perform an advisory role
to ensure our programs are relevant and up-to-date. These include:

Throughout your studies, you will have the chance to collaborate
with industry partners and make lasting connections with
working professionals. Industry partners:
n take part in many classroom activities, presenting as guest
speakers and providing Work Integrated Learning (WIL)
projects for students to solve real-world business problems;
n deliver exclusive workshops and seminars for students and
alumni to help develop knowledge and skills in a wide range of
business topics;
n host work placements as part of the Postgraduate Internship
course, which provides a unique opportunity for students with
little work experience.

In the Business Consulting course in the MBA, industry
partners including both large multinational and smaller
local companies task teams of students with real
business problems to solve.

Hear from our students about
their favourite courses
bit.ly/RMITfavouritecourse

Professor Robert McClelland
Dean, School of Business & Management
We don’t use examinations. In the real world, you don’t do examinations. You undertake tasks. You
work as a team to solve a problem. We relate our assessments to real-world problems. We bring
people from industry in, and they set up the problems for our students, which highlight the reality for
students and the rigor of what is required in the workplace.
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Build
professional
inetworks
The connections you make in the classroom will lead to lifelong
friendships with people from around the world.
With our students, academics and industry experts coming from
a wide range of professional backgrounds and industries, you can
create a network of friends and mentors that you can leverage
long after graduation.

Get a
career edge
Our careers services can help you take the next step in your journey,
whether you are searching for your first job, just starting out in the
workforce, supporting a family business, or managing teams in a big
company.

n Utilise the Job Shop drop-in service for information about career
services, workshops and events.

n Access one-to-one career counselling and mentoring services
with industry experts.

n Find exclusive employment opportunities through the CareerHub
website.

n Get help developing your skills in CV writing and preparing for
interviews.

n Join career fairs and industry networking events to connect
with some of the biggest employers in your field.

In recent years, our students have come from countries including
Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy,
Latvia, Malaysia, the Netherlands, Poland, South Korea, the
United Kingdom and the United States.

34

nationalities have been represented
among our students in the past five years.

Tran Duy Quang
Alumnus
SVP, RM Team Lead, Wholesale Banking, HSBC
Many of my classmates were working at a senior level in the corporate world, so it enhanced my
network. Since I was working at a bank, it really supported my business relationships as well. A master’s
degree is something you only do once, so you should pick a quality one to go into. Then, by joining the
program, you will enhance your business relationships and career development.
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Thrive in a
supportive
ienvironment
Our campuses offer modern classrooms, purpose-built lecture
theatres, studios, laboratories and other specialist spaces,
providing the perfect setting for you to thrive.
n Activator
n Media suites
n Campus Medical Centre
n Student self-study and meeting spaces
n Canteen area with a wide variety of food & drink vendors

—
Flexible study modes
Convenient study modes allow you to customise your program
and make it easier to balance work, life and study commitments.
Delivery modes include:
n Face-to-face intensive delivery over four days or split weekends
n Evening classes
n Online courses
n Blended courses (online and face-to-face)
Using the Canvas digital learning management system, you can
access learning and assessment materials anytime, anywhere.

n Sports & fitness centre
The RMIT Library is the largest English-language library in
Vietnam, providing access to an extensive range of offline and
online library resources. These include some of the world’s
largest databases, such as Euromonitor, ProQuest and
EBSCO.

550,000+

books, periodicals, e-books, journals and
videos are available in the library.

—
Digital learning
Online learning is well-established at RMIT through the offer
of online or blended courses and Canvas, our own Learning
Management System (LMS).
Students learn through an innovative combination of traditional and
digital techniques for maximum engagement: narrated lectures,
interactive classes, discussion forums, individual or group projects
and assignments, direct consultation with lecturers and tutors, and
continuous feedback.
Support services:
n Direct access to lecturers through Canvas, messaging apps,
email and drop-in sessions

Explore our campuses with a virtual tour
bit.ly/RMITvirtualtour
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n Access to RMIT’s digital library in Australia and international
databases
n Soft skills and leadership workshops and programs
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Some of our students
in France

—
European summer short courses

Explore
global
iopportunities

Combine intensive study with summer travel by joining a short course or
study tour in Europe.
In recent years, our students have participated in courses of up to four
weeks in duration at partner institutions including:
n EBS University (Germany)

n ESSCA Budapest (Hungary)

n Aarhus University (Denmark)

n Kedge Business School (France)

If you join a European summer course, you will continue to pay your
tuition fees to RMIT in Vietnam.

—
Semester exchange
Choose from more than 200 partner universities around the world to go
on exchange for either one or two semesters.
When you go on exchange, you will continue to pay your tuition fees at
RMIT Vietnam while studying at the partner institution.

—
Asian study tour
Take the chance to enrich your postgraduate learning experience by
combining study and travel as part of your program.

—
Cross-campus options

Such experiences provide unique insights into different business
cultures and practices, while also offering valuable networking
opportunities with people from around the world.

Get a taste of life in Australia through the study options at RMIT
University in Melbourne.

Successful completion of the following options contributes credit to
your degree:

n Do a short course or go on exchange for one or two
semesters while enjoying the benefit of paying the Vietnamese
tuition rate.

Discover where you can go!
bit.ly/RMITdestinations

Get a glimpse of life in Melbourne

bit.ly/RMITcrosscampus
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n Start your program in Vietnam and then permanently
transfer to RMIT in Melbourne, where you switch to paying the
Australian tuition rate and may have the opportunity of seeking
post-study employment.
If you’re interested in doing a full postgraduate program at RMIT in
Melbourne, whether in business or another field, see page 43 for
more information.

The Asian study tour, part of the Asian Management Issues course,
takes on the theme of ‘A Living Case Study.’ In line with the learning
outcomes of the course, students take in the historical, cultural and
business aspects of an Asian city.
In recent tours to Singapore, students have visited major technology
companies such as Google, Microsoft, Facebook, HP and Visa
Corporation, along with a range of Singapore’s cultural institutions.

Students visit Google’s headquarters
in Singapore.

Tran Kiet Long
Student
Going on exchange to San Francisco State University was a unique experience. It was my first time
going to the United States. I didn’t have any difficulty with the teaching method there. San Francisco
has great ethnic diversity. I made a lot of friends from different countries. When you study in different
places, you get to see the world from a different perspective.
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Our program
School of Business & Management
n Master of Business Administration (MBA)
n Master of International Business (MIB)

School of Science, Engineering & Technology
n Master of Artificial Intelligence
n Master of Cyber Security

PhD research programs
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—
Master of Business Administration
Program code:

MC199

Intakes:

February (Saigon South only),
June (Hanoi only), October

Broaden your business and management expertise and accelerate your
journey to managerial roles through this MBA degree.
While taking a global outlook, the program’s content remains connected
to Vietnam and to Asia, enabling you to keep up-to-date with trends in
the world’s most economically dynamic region.
In this MBA program, you will review and apply the fundamentals and
advanced topics in corporate leadership, people management, business
consulting, strategic management, marketing and financial analysis.
To begin your journey, the Design Thinking for Business core course will
transform the way you think about problem-solving and equip you with
the skills needed to tackle complex business issues.
After completing your core subjects, you can tailor your MBA by taking on
a Minor (Technology and Innovation or Leadership). These aim to sharpen
your capabilities, expose you to new perspectives, and help you navigate
the challenges that modern businesses face.
The focus on solving real-world problems in projects with industry
partners and in applied simulations will make it easy for you to take what
you learn and apply it in your workplace.
In preparing to be a business leader of the future, you will also develop
essential soft skills in areas such as teamwork, collaboration, delivering
business presentations and creative problem solving.

Location:

Saigon South, Hanoi

—
Program structure
The MBA program consists of 16 courses (192 credit points). Students admitted into the program with a bachelor degree or higher
level qualification in business (or a related discipline) will be exempted from completing four (04) courses and only need to complete
12 courses (144 credit points).
Complete eight (08) core courses:

—
Career
Graduates are working in leadership roles in a wide
range of organisations across industries, including:
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Computing and IT
Consulting
Finance and commerce
Investments
Start-ups
Logistics
Manufacturing
Marketing and advertising
Media and communications
FMCG
Textiles
Trade and imports/exports
Training and education
Tourism and hospitality
Agriculture
Business intelligence

Design Thinking
for Business

Leadership and
Management

Marketing for
Managers

Financial Analytics for
Managerial Decisions

Management of Technology
and Innovation

Strategy

Business Data Analytics

Business Consulting
(Capstone)

And complete eight (08) program electives:
You can choose courses from the Minors below:
Technology and
Innovation

Digital Innovation

Digital
Entrepreneurship

Technology
Futures

Digital Risk
Management and
Information Security

People and
Organisations

Personal Branding and
Authentic Leadership

Leading in the Age of
Digital Disruption

Digital
Entrepreneurship

Leadership

Or choose from the following electives:
n Postgraduate Business Internship (available at 12 or 24 credit points)
n Elective courses from other postgraduate programs*
*Note: Some courses have prerequisites.

Find more information here
bit.ly/RmitMBA

10+ case studies
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10+ guest lectures/workshops
by industry partners

2 simulations

1 capstone project
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—
Class activities

—
Industry guest speakers
—
Strategy with McKinsey
Alex Le, Senior Manager from McKinsey’s Vietnam office shared his
insights on strategy development. He also covered the importance of
business diagnostics, which helps companies not only understand what
challenges they are facing but also helps them develop suitable solutions.

Didier Martin, Head of Operations of Sanofi Indochina
“Strategic challenges for the next five years of Sanofi”

—
Students co-teaching in Marketing for Managers
Co-teaching was arranged for students during the class, and they
contributed to three topics with their own professional experience in
15–20-minute presentations.

Course: Strategy
Didier Martin, Head of Operations, Sanofi Indochina discusses
the strategic challenges for Sanofi for the next five years,
including priorities for Vietnam, strategies for bringing new
products into the market, and digital transformation.

n Trần Kim Hoàng Yến presented on how her PR agency, VERO,
supports her clients, namely Nescafe, Milo and Traveloka, in
Creating Shared Value (CSV), which goes beyond Corporate Social
Responsibility.
n Teong Wah Yeoh shared how his company, ABB, uses the valuebased pricing strategy in a B2B business context.
n Hoàng Trần Tuấn Đức shared how he uses Search Engine
Optimization to promote his own IT skill training center and courses.
Role plays, debates and case studies are also used for discussions to
make the learning activities more authentic and relevant.
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Dr Chanh Nguyen, Head of Computer Vision Department
at VinBrain
￼
“How to implement AI for Medical Products”
Course: Technology Futures
Students in the Technology Futures course attended a guest
lecture on strategies for developing and deploying artificial
intelligence (AI) products in the healthcare sector, which was
delivered by Dr. Chanh Nguyen – Head of Computer Vision
department at VinBrain. In this course, students develop their
skills in evaluating current and emerging technology trends and
their impact and opportunities on business.

Pham Thu Trang
Alumna
Automation Marketing, AIA
It has been a long time since I graduated from the MBA program, and some skills and knowledge have
faded gradually, but the lessons about attitude, mindset and confidence remain valuable and impactful to
this day. I had classmates who were managers, directors and founders, and I learned to put myself in their
shoes. With this new attitude, I was motivated to finish each task with the best possible results and initiate
ideas that were impactful for business.
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—
Program structure

—
Master of International Business
Program code:

MC192

Intakes:

February, October

Location:

Saigon South

The MIB program consists of 16 courses (192 credit points). Students admitted into the program with a bachelor degree or higher
level qualification in business (or a related discipline) will be exempted from completing four (04) courses and only need to complete
12 courses (144 credit points).
Complete ten (10) core courses:

Develop your credentials to lead any diverse organisation in doing
business in a connected world through this globally recognised degree.
The program provides advanced study in contemporary international
business theory and practice to help you build the knowledge and skills
necessary for critical, creative and sustainable approaches to business in
a globalising world.
With this degree, you can position your career to take advantage of the
shift in the world’s economic weight to Asia, as demand grows in Vietnam
and throughout the region for skilled managers who can do business at
an international level.
You will develop expertise in areas that are fundamental to doing
international business, such as cross-cultural management, international
strategy and international logistics.
The curriculum is up-to-date with current issues, trends and innovations.

Find more information here

—
Career
Multinational firms
n International business development director
n Business development manager
n International business specialist
n Country representative
n Regional representative
n Country marketing manager
Domestic large and medium firms
n International business development manager
n International marketing manager
n Global business analysis manager
n International business development director
International organisations
n International business analyst
n International business development director
n Country representative
n Regional manager for international agencies
n Foreign policy advisor

Business and Economic
Analysis

Accounting for Sustainable
Management

Managing Across Cultures

Contemporary Issues in
International Management

Marketing for Managers

International Logistics

Leadership and
Management

International Strategy

Sustainable International
Business Futures

Business Research
Design

Complete three (03) program electives and three (03) general electives:
You can choose from the list below:
Management of Technology
and Innovation

Digital Entrepreneurship

Personal Branding and
Authentic Leadership

Leading in the Age of
Digital Disruption

People and Organisations

Postgraduate Business
Internship

Technology Futures

Digital Innovation

Digital Risk Management
and Information Security

Design Thinking for
Business

Business Data Analytics

Note: In addition, students may choose selected core courses from other programs as elective options after consultation with their Program Manager.

bit.ly/RmitMIB

35+ case studies
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12 guest lectures/workshops
by industry partners

4 simulations

1 capstone project
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—
Class activities

—
Industry guest speakers

Mr. Phillip Jordi, business responsable of the Finnish
Embassy to Switzerland, former CEO of the tourism
agency Gloor Travels
￼
“How airlines and the tourism sector have been affected by
Covid-19”
Course: Technology Futures
The discussion was very lively, and students were challenged to
identify how the lessons learned in Europe could be used for the
tourism sector in Vietnam.

—
Contemporary Issues in International
Management
Students explored a case study of Google’s operations in
China, particularly the tech giant’s move into the country and
how they adapted to the market. This included a special event
called ‘Inside the RMIT Studio,’ featuring rapid-fire questions
intended to break the ice and start discussion.
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—
Business and Economic Analysis
Students undertook a case study on renewable energy
implementation for businesses by using a Harvard study.
They were asked to apply lessons from the study to Vietnam
and gave live online presentations through Prezi as part
of assessment. The students investigated an industry of
their choosing in Vietnam, and delivered insightful, highly
competent work. This also gave students an opportunity to
use their teamwork skills.

Xuan Kien Pham
Alumnus
Marketing Director, NhaF
Globalisation has made Vietnam a more open country. With numerous international firms entering Vietnam,
I saw a need to study a master’s degree in international business. In class, I made good friends and
developed my network. At a master’s level, there’s a difference when it comes to working as part of a team.
I really enjoyed working with my teammates. We were able to solve real-life case studies.
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—
Program structure

—
Master of Artifical Intelligence
Program code:

MC271

Intakes:

February, October

The Master of Artificial Intelligence is one of the first of its kind in Vietnam,
providing students with a broad range of high-level computing knowledge
as well as insight into the design and implementation of AI systems.
RMIT is ranked amongst the world’s best by the ERA (Excellence in
Research for Australia) and is rated ‘above world standard’ for research in
the field of AI and Image Processing (2018). Students in Vietnam will be
joining one of the most specialised AI programs in Australia and learning
from international experts from both countries.
This program prepares students to apply advanced AI knowledge in
a wide range of contexts. You’ll explore the practical components of
developing AI applications and platforms and understand the role that
ethics and social responsibility play in the future of technology.
Graduates from this course will acquire global expertise that is easily applied
to Vietnam and Vietnamese industry and be experts in three main disciplines:
AI development, machine learning / deep learning and data science.

The program consists of 16 courses (192 credit points).

Location:

Saigon South

—
Career
n
n
n
n
n

AI engineer
Machine learning engineer
Business intelligence developer
Research scientist
Data analyst

Complete ten (10) core courses:
Programming
Fundamentals

Discrete Mathematics

The AI Professional

Artificial Intelligence

Algorithms and Analysis

Practical Data Science
with Python

Programming Autonomous
Robots

Computational Machine
Learning

Intelligent Decision Making

Deep Learning

PRO JECT STREAM

RESEARCH STREAM

n Artificial Intelligence
Postgraduate Project 		
(24 credit points)

n Research Methods
n Minor Thesis/Project 		
(36 credit points)

And complete four (04) program option courses if you choose Project stream, or two (02) program option courses
if you choose Research stream:
Choose from the following list:
Advanced Programming
for Data Science

Data Mining

Social Media and
Networks Analytics

Mixed Reality

Cloud Computing

Programming Internet
of Things

Games and Artificial
Intelligence Techniques

Find more information here
bit.ly/RmitmasterofAI
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—
Program structure

—
Master of Cyber Security
Program code:

MC159

Intakes:

February, October  

In an increasingly digital, inter-connected world, information security is
more important than ever, both for individuals and organizations of every
type and size.
The Master of Cyber Security is intended for information security
managers, as well as technical specialists interested in the
implementation of information security systems. First created at RMIT
Melbourne, it is now the longest-running program of its type in Australia,
having been offered since 2001 and consistently evolved with the
demands of industry over the years.
Information security is a vast space, and the program covers a broad
range of subject matters, including Internet and local area network (LAN)
security, cryptography in its many forms, and how cryptography is likely
to grow in dealing with future threats. Areas such as technical, information
and risk management are crucial, as well as a continuing awareness of
new and developing threats.
The broad range of focal points makes the program unique in the AsiaPacific region, and it covers the mathematical, technical and business
aspects of cyber security. Importantly, the program recognizes that cyber
security and information security risks are ‘people-oriented,’ in addition to
being tech-oriented.

The program consists of 16 courses (192 credit points).

Location:

Saigon South

—
Career
n
n
n
n
n
n

Cyber Security risk and compliance analysts
IT risk analysts
Security managers
Cyber forensic analysts
Security auditors
Network security engineers

Complete nine (09) core courses:
Programming
Fundamentals

Discrete Mathematics

Introduction to
Information Security

Case Studies in
Cyber Security

Cryptography for
Cyber Security

Information Systems
Risk Management

Industry Awareness
Project

Industry Linkage Project

Frontiers of Applied
Cryptography OR
Cloud Security

And complete seven (07) program electives:
Choose from the following list:
Security in Computing and
Information Technology

Security Testing

Data Communication and
Net-Centric Computing

Database Concepts

Cloud Computing

Digital Risk Management
and Information Security

Management of Technology
and Innovation

Business Data Analytics

Design Thinking
for Business

Machine Learning

Foundations of AI
for STEM

Work Integrated Learning (WIL) is included in the program as well, with
four courses focused on WIL, allowing students to connect with industry
and gain real-world experience.

Find more information here
bit.ly/Rmitmastercybersecurity
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—
Doctoral research
The purpose of the Doctoral Degree (PhD) is to apply a substantial
body of knowledge to research, investigate and develop new
knowledge in one or more fields of investigation.
RMIT Vietnam admits applicants on the basis of their demonstrated
capacity to conduct independent research. Places are competitive
and subject to academic supervisor availability and suitability of the
proposed research.
Degrees can last 3-4 years full-time or 6-8 years part-time and
regardless of which PhD you choose, all follow a similiar structure:
n Complete a compulsory research methods course
n Receive training in research integrity and ethics
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n Select studies in qualitative and quantitative research techniques
n Complete a thesis/project which demonstrates your contribution
to the field and your ability to communicate complex research for
peers and the community, to an international standard
To enquire further, please contact phd.enquiries@rmit.edu.vn.

Eligibility information
bit.ly/phdeligibility
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Our faculty
RMIT is home to highly qualified professors and lecturers who bring a wealth of industry and academic experience from around the world.

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT

Robert McClelland
BSc, MSc, DMS, PhD
Dean, School of Business & Management

Seng Kiat Kok
BA, MBs, MBA, PhD
Interim Deputy Dean, Learning & Teaching

Professor McClelland, from the United
Kingdom, has had a career as a statistician,
scientist and academic. He has taught at
Liverpool John Moores University in the
United Kingdom and at business schools in
Europe and Asia. He has been director of his
own market research company and chair of
multiple charitable boards. His research areas
are in business learning and the evaluation of
public sector projects.

Dr Kok, from Malaysia, has previously
managed academic programs and taught in
Malaysia, Sri Lanka and the United Kingdom,
where he was based for 15 years before
joining RMIT in 2020. He is a Senior Fellow
of the Higher Education Academy and
holds a PhD and two master’s degrees from
Liverpool John Moores University. Research
areas include public sector management,
entrepreneurship, organisational dynamics,
and tourism.

Nguyen Quang Trung
MDE, PhD
Head of Department, Management

Burkhard Schrage
BA, CEP, MALD, PhD
Senior Program Manager,
Master of Business Administration

Associate Professor Trung Nguyen holds
a PhD in Management from Monash
University. He and his team have provided
research services to KPMG and Vina Capital
and organized important annual events
such as the International Business Forum,
International Business Week, and Smart
and Sustainable Cities Forum, where top
business executives and government leaders
are invited to discuss vital issues in Vietnam’s
business and economic environment. His
research work has been published in books,
journals, conference proceedings and media.
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Dr Schrage, from Germany, holds a PhD
in International Business and a Master
of Arts in Law and Diplomacy from the
Fletcher School, Tufts University, United
States. He has previously taught at the
Singapore Management University and
University of Pennsylvania. Research areas
include strategic management, emerging
markets strategies, and empirical aspects of
privatisation and deregulation.

Erhan Atay
B.Eng., MBA, PhD in Management
Senior Program Manager,
Master of International Business

Jerry Watkins
MSc, MBA, PhD
Lecturer, Head of Department,
Centre of Digital Excellence (CODE)

Dr. Atay is from South Korea. He is an
International Management scholar with
more than 15 years of research, teaching
and consultation experience. He has
taught International Management, Strategic
Management, Asian Business Systems,
International HRM and Organizational
Behavior at Monash University, Kyunghee
University, and Istanbul University. He
obtained his PhD and master’s degree at
Kyunghee University, Korea, and has a
bachelor’s degree in engineering from Seoul
National University of Korea.

Associate Professor Watkins (United
Kingdom), teaches and researches the
impact of new technology on organisations.
He led the ‘Blockchain Roadshows’ (2018,
2019), and the seminar series on cyber
security – ‘Who is Master?’ He holds an MBA
from University College London and a PhD in
Computing Sciences from the University of
Technology Sydney.

Lei Tin Ong (Jackie)
THEC, BA, MUP, PhD
Senior Program Manager,
Tourism and Hospitality Management

Abel Alonso
MBA, PhD

Dr Ong, from Singapore, is an experienced
tourism consultant with more than 20 years
of experience in higher education, research,
business and public sector consulting in the
tourism and hospitality industry. She has a
PhD in sustainable development planning
from the University of Queensland and a
Master of Urban Planning from the University
of Melbourne.

Dr Abel (Australia) has conducted research
on family, micro, small, and medium
enterprises in Australia, Argentina, Chile,
Italy, New Zealand, Peru, Spain, United
Kingdom, United States, and Uruguay.
He has published over 190 peer-reviewed
academic journals and his main expertise
lies in international business, strategy,
entrepreneurship, management and
research methods.

Santiago Velasquez
BIE, MSIM, PhD

Eckart Dutz
Dipl. Kfm, Lic.rer.pol, PhD

Dr Velasquez (Columbia) has been lecturing
since 2007, with stints in Tampere University
of Technology (Finland) and Los Andes
University (Colombia). Research interests
include institutional theory, structuration
theory, cost consciousness and the evolution
of plant-based businesses.

Owning and operating his own businesses
since 2004, Dr Dutz (Germany) has also been
lecturing in Vietam since 2005 on Supply
Chain Management, Business Consulting
and related subjects at RMIT. He holds a
number of senior appointments in Vietnam,
Thailand, Netherlands & UK.

Robert Connolly
BA, MA, MBA, EdD

Vicky Little
BCOM, MBA, PhD

Dr Robert Connolly (USA) moved to Vietnam
in 2004 and been responsible for project
management, financial modeling, business
unit reviews and budgeting, consulting,
international business and market
development across numerous continents.
His main topic of research revolves around
the barriers to innovation.

Dr Little (New Zealand) is an entrepreneurial
marketer, with industry experience in
advertising, corporate marketing, consulting,
and start-ups and teaching experience
across New Zealand, Malaysia and Vietnam.
Her research focuses on the mechanisms
supporting durable and non-damaging
human provisioning systems, in support of
the UN Sustainable Development Goals.

—
Visiting professors
We also bring into the classroom highly credentialed academics
and industry leaders from around the world as visiting professors to
deliver courses in their areas of expertise. In 2021, visiting professors
included:
n Warrick Cleine, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, KPMG
Vietnam and Cambodia
n Dr John Vong, international consultant
n Dr Michael Rowe, RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia
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n Dr David Ferguson, Director, TableTalk Professional Negotiation,
New Zealand
n Dr Justin Pierce, Torrens University, Australia

Check out videos of Warrick
Cleine sharing his expertise
bit.ly/RMITpostgradplaylists

SCHOOL OF SCIENCE, ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
Brett Kirk
PhD
Dean, School of Science, Engineering
& Technology

Asha Rao
BSc, MSc, PhD
Associate Dean, Mathematical Sciences

Brett Kirk is an accomplished researcher, with
over 150 scientific publications. Professor
Kirk adopts a visionary leadership style
incorporating broad stakeholder engagement
with an emphasis on integration and
optimisation through advanced technology,
including the Internet of Everything; Industry
4.0; Engineering Asset Management, SMART
Systems; and BIM.

Indian-Australian Professor Rao is a Cyber
Security expert who appears regularly in
audio-visual and print media. A 2019-2020
Superstar of STEM, 2021 India Australia
Science & Development Award winner and
2021 Inductee into the Victorian Honour Roll of
Women, Prof Rao has designed postgraduate
Cyber Security education and conducts
research into Cyber Security mathematics, risk
management and governance.

Minh Dinh
BSc, PhD

Jonathan Crellin
BA (Honours), PhD

Dr Minh Dinh’s recent research projects
include developing a Deep Neural
Network debugger, an OCR pipeline for
recognizing and transcribing Vietnamese
doctor handwritings and a scalable
machine-learning pipeline for enhancing
computational modeling techniques. His
expertise lies in computational science,
high-performance computing, context aware
computing, machine learning and AI.

Dr Crellin (United Kingdom) has held many
roles at universities in the United Kingdom,
including being a Senior and Principal
Lecturer and Program Manager. He is a
Fellow of the Higher Education Academy and
a Member to the British Computer Society
and the Australian Information Security
Association. His research Interests include
Human Computer Interaction and Computer /
Digital Forensics & Cyber Security.

Sam Goundar
MBA, PhD

Joanne Hall
BSc, MPhil, PhD

Sam Goundar (New Zealand) has taught at
twelve different universities in ten countries.
He has been the IT Advisor and Consultant
for the Fiji Government, and Editor-in-Chief
of three international journals. His research
includes blockchains, Cyber Security, Internet
of Things, AI and digital transformations.

Dr Hall (Australia) is a Senior Lecturer in
Mathematics and Cyber Security. With a
background in abstract algebra, her research
has focused on quantum key distribution and
post quantum cryptography. Her role at RMIT
has led to broadening her research to include
cyber security curriculum issues and the
cyber security needs of small business.
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Academic entry
requirements

English
requirements

—
Master of Business Administration

—
Master of International Business

Applicants must have successfully completed:

Applicants must have successfully completed:

n A bachelor’s degree or higher level qualification* in any discipline,
with a minimum GPA of 1.0 (out of 4.0) or a GMAT overall
minimum score of 550; or

n A bachelor degree or higher level qualification* in any discipline; or

n RMIT Graduate Certificate in Business Administration.

Students admitted with a bachelor degree or higher level
qualification* in business (or a related discipline), that have been
completed within 10 years, will be exempted from completing four
(4) courses (48 credit points).

Students admitted with a bachelor degree or higher level
qualification* in business (or a related discipline), that have been
completed within 10 years, will be exempted from completing
four (4) courses (48 credit points).

n RMIT Graduate Certificate in International Business.

—
Master of Artificial Intelligence

—
Master of Cyber Security

Applicants must have successfully completed:

Applicants must have successfully completed:

n A bachelor’s degree* with a GPA of at least of 2.0 out of
4.0, in one of the following disciplines: computing, science,
engineering, health or statistics; or

n A bachelor degree* with a GPA of at least 2.0 out of 4.0
with award title including: Computer, IT, Software, Electrical,
Electronics, Communications, Mathematics, Physics, or
equivalent; or

n A bachelor’s degree* with a GPA of at least 2.0 out of 4.0 in
another discipline and; relevant completed higher education
courses in programming and statistics, or a minimum of three
years of current, relevant work experience or professional
practice** in programming and statistics or equivalent.

* The bachelor degree must be deemed equivalent to an
Australian bachelor degree.
** Applicants will be required to submit a curriculum vitae (CV).
If you do not meet the above minimum academic requirements,
please contact us for alternative pathways.
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n A bachelor degree* with a GPA of at least 1.5 out of 4.0 in a
scientific/engineering/technical field with evidence of at least
three years’ work experience** in the field of IT/Information
Security, or equivalent.

Applicants must have completed the Advanced level of RMIT Vietnam’s
English for University program or have achieved one of the following
requirements:
n IELTS (Academic) 6.5+ (no band below 6.0).
n TOEFL iBT 79+ (with minimum score of 13 in Reading,12 in
Listening, 18 in Speaking and 21 in Writing).
n Pearson Test of English (Academic) 58+ (no communication band
below 50).
n Cambridge English Advanced (CAE) or Proficiency (CPE) 176+
(no component below 169).
n A bachelor’s degree or a postgraduate qualification within the past
five years from RMIT or an institution in one of the recognised
English-speaking countries.
Note: Proficiency tests are recognised for two years from the test
date to the program commencement date, unless stated otherwise.
Where you have achieved more than one form of English language
proficiency, only the most recent achievement will be considered in
the admission decision.

View other international English
entry requirements
bit.ly/rmit-englishrequirements

Credit transfer and exemptions for all master’s programs

If you have completed relevant study or have relevant work
experience, you may be eligible for credit transfer or exemption.
Credit and exemption will be assessed on a case-by-case basis
consistent with the RMIT University credit policy. Please contact the
RMIT Vietnam Student Recruitment team for more information.

This document was prepared in 2022. It should
be used for reference purposes only, is subject
to change, and therefore could be adjusted at
the actual time of application selection.
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How to apply
Simply complete an application form and submit it, along with supporting documentation. You can find the application form online at
www.rmit.edu.vn, or you can request one from our consultants at our Hanoi City and Saigon South campuses. An interview and additional
materials, such as your curriculum vitae, may be requested.

Get the full
Melbourne experience!

Application process

Submit
application

Receive
letter of offer

Accept offer

Tuition
Payments are made each semester on a course-by-course basis.
Tuition fee discounts for postgraduate programs in Vietnam:
n Graduates of RMIT, or of any Australian university, are eligible
for a 10% discount.
n Siblings, spouses or parents of a current or past student of
RMIT Vietnam are eligible for a 5% discount.
Tuition fee discounts for postgraduate programs in Melbourne:
n Graduates of RMIT Vietnam are eligible for a 10% discount.

Up-to-date fee information
bit.ly/PostgradTuition
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Complete
online enrolment

Start your program at
RMIT University Vietnam!

Scholarships
If you are a high achiever who is passionate about making a
difference, then you’re a perfect candidate for a scholarship to study
in a postgraduate program at RMIT.
Eight business scholarships
are on offer for the Master of Business Administration and Master of
International Business in 2022, with each worth 25% or 50% of the
tuition fee, at a total value of about VND 1.85 billion.

If we don’t have the program that you’re looking for
here at RMIT in Vietnam, you’re bound to find it at
RMIT in Melbourne!

Architecture

Design

Information
technology

Choose from more than 90 postgraduate
programs across a diverse range of study areas.

Art

Education

Law

If you’re interested in doing a full program in
Melbourne, you can consult with our staff here
in Vietnam and submit your application directly
through us.

Biomedical
sciences

Engineering

Media

Building

Fashion

Property

Business

Game design

Science

Communication

Health
science

Social
science

Six technology scholarships
are on offer for the Master of Artificial Intelligence and Master of
Cyber Security in 2022, with each worth 50% of the tuition fee, at a
total value of about VND 2.46 billion.

Up-to-date scholarship information
bit.ly/RMITpostgradscholarships

Explore what’s on offer at RMIT in Melbourne
bit.ly/studyinRMITMel
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RMIT UNIVERSITY VIETNAM
SAIGON SOUTH CAMPUS
702 Nguyen Van Linh Street, Tan Phong Ward, District 7, HCMC
(84) 28 3776 1369
enquiries@rmit.edu.vn
HANOI CITY CAMPUS
Handi Resco Building, 521 Kim Ma Street, Ba Dinh District, Hanoi
(84) 24 3726 1460
hanoi.enquiries@rmit.edu.vn

www.rmit.edu.vn

